
Value Other

Main Street Historic District

   Our small town sense of community.

Our neighbors and how we care

Many years ago I suggested we stop building houses but was ignored. So we built more schools to accommodate 

more new children. Now here we are with people wanting to change Durham and its history.

our

Its a great town to live in and grow up in!!

This town is terrible condition. We need a lot of Road  work. . Grocery stores and just more small  stores. Why 

doesn't the P&Z wake up. Homes are vacant and will never be refurbished just sitting there. Houses with mars 

parked in the property not registered should be removed and many other items. Wake up and do what you are 

supposed to do.

How close knit the town is

Property taxes are too high, school budget is crazy, emergency complex is a stupid idea and cost wayyyy too much 

money

neighborhoods are deteriorating due to blighted properties.

Only been in town since September 2015 so hard to fully answer this.

Our library

Protected land is most important

I also value our agricultural heritage.  

Walkable  Family friendly

Preservation of the historic district by allowing mixed use. 

Kids theatre

I value our schools and businesses but I do not think they are healthy entities at this time.  

None of the above

Our Library

I would select all of the above except property taxes and our businesses. Our taxes are low compared to most 

other areas. I love out local businesses and support them. The other 10 options, however, add up to what durham 

is all about. It is a wonderful small town that has kept its historic feeling and tight knit community. That it what I love 

about Durham. 

The historic district is Durham's most valuable asset.  

much else.  Open spaces, the people, the Main Street neighborhood

Our schools the way they used to be with high scores and young families wanting to move here bc of the fabulous 

educational opportunities -- not so the way the schools are today -- they need to IMPROVE THEIR SCORES 

historic main street

Our proximity to New Haven, Hartford and Middletown

The people

Location

Residential Historic District

I also the value the geographical location I.e., close to 95, 91, 9

Everything but property taxes but you only let me choose three

The people in the community

None

Nothing really, sorry we moved here to be honest.

The people

Location  

The people of durham - cohesive friendly town, great schools, great recreation program; little league, community 

center.  Really like Carmines, cozy corner, perk on main are my go to..
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